Entrepreneurial
Mechanics

How to build your success engine.

About The HubStudio
The HubStudio is a resource and development centre for working professional
actors and creatives. Available anywhere, we operate both face to face workshops
and online, with our own studio facilities in both Perth & Sydney. We use core
performance skills to facilitate exceptional training programs for corporate clients
using proven theatrical techniques taught by experts in performance training. Our
coaches have taught hundreds of actors, and some this country's top artists.
The HubStudio Corporate Training is activity-based practical learning. We give
constructive personal feedback in a supportive environment where the
individualized key learning outcomes engage and inspire each participant to
perform at their best.

At the core of our programs are:
Authenticity
Presence
Vitality
Confidence

Leadership
Prosperity
Engagement
Effective Communication

Engage.
Prosper.

Lead Philosophy
Mindset is everything. This course breaks down the building blocks of entrepreneurialism
allowing each participant to focus on their core drivers and the processes to achieve their
goals. By studying the mechanisms behind process, success thinking and personal motivation
we can unlock greater efficiency, vitality and focus for each individual, whilst at the same time
building new standards of thinking and working across the organisation, developing both
culture and communication.

Course Overview

Course Outcomes

Through experiential and goal focused
exercises this course focuses on the
following things:

Each participant will be given tools to
develop a core skill base focused around;

Problem / Solution Thinking
The Locus Of Control
Discovering your ‘why’
Building Accountability Metrics
Process Orientation
Law Of Attraction
Mental Health
Personal Empowerment

Process thinking
Authenticity
Accountability
Solutions focused thought
Efficiency
Personal Vitality
Development of Intuition
Effective Vunerabilty
Effective Communication

Who is this course for?
Any business who is committed to developing a new or improved way of thinking and working.
This is perfect for whole team activation and for instilling whole of company ideology. Any
business is a collection of individuals, but this series is a great way to empower that
individuality into a universal pedagogy and way of operating. If you can create effective work
processes, then you have the building blocks for innovation, culture and success. This series
uses fundamental entrepreneurial success tools and puts them into action, in a bespoke way
that suits each individual business.

Program Details
Minimum Length: 8 Hours
Maximum Persons: 20
Minimum Persons : 4
Minimum Cost: $3,250 + GST or $250 pr hr

Contact details
Oliver Wenn
+612 9212 0522
+61411 160 556
oliver@thehubstudio.com.au
Office Perth : 59 Waddell Rd Bicton
Office Sydney : 18 City Rd Chippendale

Engage.
Prosper.

